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Welcome

Dear colleagues and friends,

on behalf of the Montenegrin Sports Academy (MSA), I am aware of the distinguished honor to announce Dubrovnik, the metropolis of Croatian tourism, as the host city of the 16th Annual Scientific Conference of Montenegrin Sports Academy “Sport, Physical Activity and Health: Contemporary Perspectives”. I also wish to welcome academicians and students from all over the world on 4 to 7 April, 2019.

Since the first event in Bar in 2003, the MSA Conference has been a huge success, providing a great opportunity to promote and develop Sports Sciences through networking, study and research. This year, under the traditional patronage of the Montenegrin Olympic Committee and in collaboration with Faculty of Sport and Physical Education, Faculty fo Economics, Faculty of Law, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Faculty of Architecture at University of Montenegro as well as Faculty of Sport and Physical Education at University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Sport and Physical Education at University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Kinesiology at University of Split, Faculty of Kinesiology at University of Zagreb, Faculty of Science of Sport and Physical Education at University of Coimbra, and European College of Sports Science, we have put together a high profile scientific programme with plenary and parallel sessions (oral and poster), accompanied by social events and free time to discover and enjoy the amazing city of Dubrovnik. The upcoming conference aims to contribute to the development of global approaches in the different specialized areas and to provide an even broader view of Sports Sciences. Hopefully, sport scientists will be able to find the best paths through the field.

We are confident you will enjoy the whole conference experience, the sharing of knowledge and contribution this will make to our institution and to our field of study and work.

Dubrovnik is an open city: open to the various people, to various cultures, to the world and to science. What better place in which to join forces in developing sport performances.

See you to Dubrovnik and Adriatic Coast!

Prof. Duško Bjelica, PhD
Conference President
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MEASURING SATISFACTION FROM SPORTS COMPETITIONS ON THE EXAMPLE OF A TRIATHLON

Tomanek, M.¹
¹Nicolaus Copernicus University, Faculty of Economic Sciences and Management (Torun, Poland)

Introduction: Knowledge about participants of a sporting event is very important. Sponsors expect from the organizers of such events knowledge about participants - who they are, what are their expectations, how much they are willing to spend during a sports event. Mullin et al. (2007) developed The staircase approach to sport marketing, which describes the involvement of sports viewers. Through the development of mass sports (street runs - half marathons and marathons, obstacle courses, triathlons), earlier viewers become factors contributing to sports events. By this fact, there is a lack of knowledge about them (viewers). Shank & Lyberger (2015) noticed that for sponsors, apart from demographic factors, also aspects affecting the satisfaction of the competition. Edwards & Skinner (2009) appreciate the importance of ethnography research. Research carried out by the author in 2017 among triathletes focused on the recognition of sponsors’ brands. Analyzing the collected data, it was noted that the correlation takes place through the place of sponsorship exposure, not the size of sponsorship fees. In connection with such results, the next step is to define the player profile itself and him events satisfaction, so that the sponsors and organizers can prepare a more personalized offer. Aim: Identification of the satisfaction participant of triathlon events for marketing purposes (and organising). Methods: The study of triathletes profiles and event satisfaction was carried out using the on-line survey method (5-point Likert scale), by sending one week after event to participants of the Enea Bydgoszcz Triathlon - the largest amateur event in Poland (2972 participants), messages with a request to supplement the questionnaire. Answers were given by 466 (about 15.7% all Enea Bydgoszcz Triathlon participants). Results and Discussion: Participants assessed the event in three aspects: pre-event activities, event organization, accompanying events. The highest result (on a five-point scale) in the aspect of pre-event activities was achieved by “efficiency of issuing starter packages” - 4.9 points, the lowest “content of starter packages” - 4.3 points. Aspects during the event - the best result was obtained by the change zone (4.89 points), the worst protection of the crossings by tram tracks (3.85 points). References: Shank, M.D., Lyberger M.R. (2015). Sports marketing a strategic perspective. London and New York: Routledge. Skinner, J., Stewart B. (2017). Organizational behaviour in sport. London and New York: Routledge. Masterman G. (2014). Strategic sports event management. London and New York: Routledge. Edwards A., Skinner J. (2009). Qualitative Research in Sport Management. Oxford: Elsevier. Mullin, B.J., Hardy, S., Sutton, W.A., (2007). Sport marketing. Human Kinetics.

LAST DECADE CHANGING PUBLICATION PATTERNS IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT IN SERBIA

Matic, R.¹, Maksimovic, N.¹, Milosevic, Z.¹, Vasic, G.¹, Jaksic, D.¹, Vukovic, J.¹, Corilic, D.¹
¹University of Novi Sad (Novi Sad, Serbia)

Introduction: An analysis of the changing publication patterns in the Physical Education and Sport in the last decade period is presented on the basis of the available peer reviewed journals in Serbia. Method: 

for sport and physical education Maros, M., Mujak, Z., (2015), Succes of our athletes as a way of promoting Montenegro, Podgorica: Magazin for sport, phisical education and health „Sport mont”, 43-45/XIII.
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